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THE FIFTH YEAR of the 
RUSSIAN REVOLUTION 

Russia Through the Shadows 
The story of Soviet Russia for the first four years after the 

revolution was a story of desperate struggle against tremendous 
odds. The fight of the Russian workers did not end with their 
victory over the bourgeoisie within Russia. The capitalist class 
of the entire world came to the aid of Russian capitalism. 

The Workers’ Republic was blockaded and shut off from the 
world. Counter-revolutionary plots and uprisings inside of 
Russia were financed and directed from the outside. Mercenary 
invading armies backed by world capital, attacked Soviet Russia 
on all sides. On top of all this came the terrible famine which 
threatened to deal the final blow. 

In those four years Soviet Russia indeed we& “through the 
shadows.” But now, after five years of the revolution, we can 
tell a brighter story. In 1922 Soviet Russia began to emerge 
from the shadows and started on the upward track. The long 
and devastating civil war was at an end and the counter-revolu- 
tion stamped out. The great famine was conquered. The last 
of the invading foreign armies-except the Japanese in the Far 
East-had been driven from Russian soil; and the Workers’ 
Government, freed from the terrible strain and necessity of 
war, was enabled, for tie first time, to turn its efforts and 
energies to the great constructive task of building a new Russia 
on the ruins of the old. 

While I was yet in Russia the Red Army drove the Japanese 
out of Vladivostok and set up the Soviets again. And before the 
Fourth Congress of the Communist International was ended, 
we had the joy of hearing comrade Lenin say that all the ter- 
ritory of Russia was at last living in peace under the Red Flag 
of the Soviets. 

I reached Moscow on the first day of June. Signs of recupera- 
tion from the long travail were already noticeable. The streets 
and sidewalks were being repaired and buildings were being 
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painted; for the first time in five years, they told me. During 
the war all resources and all energies went for bitter necessity; 
everything else had to wait. Even the buildings in the Kremlin 
got their first coat of paint this year. 

1 was riding on a Moscow street car one day soon after my 
arrival, with a comrade who had once been in America and who 
now holds a responsible position in the Soviet Government. 
I spoke of the good appearance and condition of the car; it had 
just been newly painted, and looked very pretty. They know 
more about blending colors than we do; and they care more 
about it, too. He told me that the Moscow street car system 
had been greatly improved during the past year. The number 
of cars in operation had been greatly increased, the trackage 
extended and a fairly reliable schedule maintained. The Mos- 
cow street car workers were very proud of their achievement; 
especially so, because the improvement in the service had brought 
with it a corresponding improvement in their own living con- 
ditions. 

The famous Genoa Conference was still alive at that time; the 
conference which Lloyd George called to settle the problems of 
Europe, but which didn’t succeed in settling anything except 
the career of Lloyd George. France and Belgium, you will re- 
member, were demanding that the property in Russia, which 
had been confiscated by the Revolution, should be restored to 
the original foreign owners. Russia had not yet given her final 
answer, and I asked my friend in the street car what he thought 
it would be. 

He said, “Most of the big industrial plants in Russia, and 
even a part of the railroad system, belonged to foreign capital- 
ists before the revolution. Russia was practically a colony of 
European capitalism.” 

“Do you know,” he asked me, “who used to own the street car 
system in Moscow-it belonged to the poor Belgian capitalists, 
and they are trying to get it back at Genoa.” 

I asked him what chance the poor Belgian capitalists had to 
get their street cars back. He answered, “No chance at all.” 

He told me as soon as that demand became known the Mos- 
cow street car workers-as well as the workers in the other im- 
portant industries--called meetings and passed resolutions to 
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this effect: “The foreign capitalists tried for four years to take 
these industries away from us by armed force, and they couldn’t 
succeed. Now, we are certainly not going to let them talk us 
out of them at the diplomatic table.” 

Before I went to Russia I had read much about the impending 
collapse of the Soviet Government. A story of this kind used 
to appear on an average of about once a week in the New York 
Times and other capitalist newspapers; and no doubt you have 
all read them. Here lately the capitalist press has dropped that 
story and the Socialist Party and the I. W. W. papers have 
taken it up. I spent seven months in Russia, and I assure you 
that I looked diligently for the signs of this famous “collapse,” 
but I couldn’t find it. On the contrary, the more I investigated, 
the more I saw of the attitude of the Russian workers, the more 
I became convinced that the Soviet Government under the con- 
trol of the Communist Party, is firmer and stronger now than 
at any period in its history. 

I saw the power of the Russian Communist Party tested by 
an historic conflict with another party which challenged its con- 
ltrol. The occasion was the trial of the leaders of the so-called 
Social-Revolutionary Party. 

These Social-Revolutionaries were brought to trial before the 
proletarian court and when I was in Moscow, I was present, 
with an interpreter, on the day it opened in the Labor Temple, 
and at many of lthe other sessions. It was a fair trial-nothing 
like it ever occurred in America. The defendants were allowed 
to talk as freely and as much as they pleased. There was no 
restriction whatever on their liberty to speak in their own de- 
fense. The trouble with them was that they had no defense. 
The Soviet Government had the goods on them. A number of 
the prisoners had repented of their crimes against the revolu- 
tion, and they testified for khe Soviet Government. 

The case was clear. These leaders of the S. R. Party, defeated 
in the political struggle with the Communist Party, resorted to 
a campaign of terror and assassination. They murdered Uritsky 
and Voladarsky. They dynamited the building which housed the 
Central Committee of the Russian Communist Party and killed 
fourteen people. They had Trotsky and Zinoviev marked for 
assassination. It was an S. R. bullet that brought Lenin down 
and from which he still suffers to-day. 
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They went even further than that. They went to the point 
that all the opponents of the Soviet system go in the end. They 
collaborated with the white guards and they took money from 
the French Government to do its dirty work in Russia. All this 
was clearly proven in the trial; most of it oult of the mouths 
of men who had taken active part in the campaign. 

While the trial was in progress occurred the anniversary of 
the assassination of Voladarsky, one of the most beloved leaders 
of the revolution, who had been shot down by the S. R.‘s; and 
the Communist Party called upon the workers to honor his 
memory by a demonstration for the Soviet Government and 
against the S. R. Party. The communist speakers went to the 
factories and requested that no worker march except of his own 
free will. 

I stood in the Red Square and watched that demonstration. 
Practically the whole working class population of Moscow 
marched that day, carrying banners which proclaimed their solid- 
arity with the Soviet Government and the Communist Party, and 
demanding the death penalty for the leaders of the counter- 
revolutionary, white-guard S. R. Party. 

I was standing in the reviewing stand with the members of 
the Executive Committee of *he Communist International. It 
was five o’clock in the evening. The demonstration had com- 
menced at noon and the workers of Moscow were still marching 
in wide streams from all directions through the Red Square. 
One of the leaders of the Russian Communist Party turned to 
us and said, “Comrades, this is the funeral of the counter-revolu- 
tion in Russia!” 

So it was. The counter-revolution in Russia is as dead as the 
King of Egypt. The only places there is any life left in it, are 
Paris, London and the East Side of New York. 

Economic Reconstruction 
Politically, the Soviet Regime, under the leadership of the 

Communist Party, greatly strenghtened itself in the past year. 
And economic progress went hand in hand with political im- 
provement. Much of this economic progress, and its reflection 
in the field of politics, was due to the timely introduction of the 
New Economic Policy, or, as they say in Russia, the “Nep.” 
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Early in 1921 it became evident tha; some of the drastic eco- 
nomic measures taken by the Soviet Government, under the 
pressure of political and military necessity, could not be 
adhered to. The backward social and industrial development of 
Russia, together with the failure of the European proletariat 
to succeed in making a revolution, compelled the Soviet Govern- 
ment to make a retreat on the economic field. 

The Soviet Government had been forced to adopt many of 
these extreme economic measures by political and military ne- 
cessity. But Lenin did not hesitate Lie say that they had been 
going too fast. The economic development of Russia did not 
permit the direct transition to a system of pure socialist 
economy. 

When this frank and obvious statement was made by Lenin 
the yellow socialists of the Second rnternational, as well as some 
so-called “Marxians” of this country who have been against the 
Russian revolution because it wasn’t made according to their 
blue-print, find much satisfaction. l?hey say: “Ha! Ha! We told 
you so. The Bolshevik revolution was a mistake!” Their con- 
clusions are that the workers 0: Russia should give up the 
political power and go back to capitalism. 

But the Russian Bolsheviks are practical people. They have 
made the revolution once and they don’t intend to go back and 
do it over again. They say: “No, the revolution was not a 
mistake, and we will not go back to capitalism. We will make 
a retreat on the economic field, but we will keep the political 
power in the hands of the proletariait and use that as a lever to 
develop our industry to the point where it can serve as a base 
for a system of socialist economy. And if we can’t find any- 
thing in the books to support this procedure, we’ll write a book 
of our own.” 

There are people who say ‘that Russia has gone back to cap- 
italism, but that is not true. In Russia they say, “It is neither 
capitalism nor communism, it is ‘Nep!’ ” Trotsky described the 
present situation in Russia as follows: 

“The Workers control the Government. The workers’ GOV- 
ernment has control of industry and is carrying on this industry 
according to the methods of the capitalist market, of capitalist 
calculation.” I think bhat is the best concise definition of 
the Nep. 
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The State controls commerce and has a monopoly of foreign 
trade. The State owns ail the land, and from the peasants who 
cultivate the land it collects a )tax in kind of approximately ten 
per cent of the crop. Free trade is permitted. The peasants 
may sell or exchange their surplus products after the tax has 
been paid. 

Private enterprises exist alongside of state enterprises. The 
workers in both state and private enterprises are paid wages in 
money and the medium of calculation and exchange is money. 
That is the Nep. 

The New Economic Policy was first introduced in the Spring 
of 1921; but it was not until 1922 !that the effects of it began 
to be felt on a wide scale. During the period that I was in 
Russia the positive and beneficial results of the Nep could be 
seen in all fields. 

The paper money of Soviet Russia, like that of all countries 
ruined by the war, was greatly inflated. But in 1922 it was 
stabilized for a period of six months as against three months 
in 1921. The peasants were able in 1922 to overcome tke famine 
and they voluntarily brought their tax in kind to the Govern- 
ment elevators and warehouses. Only in the most exceptional 
and isolated cases was it necessary to use force to collect 
the tax. 

Before the revolution the Russian peasant had the landlord 
on his back. Today the lardlord system is done away with; 
there is not one landlord left in the whole of Russia. All that 
the peasant produces, above his tax in kind of approximately 
ten per cent, is his own, to do with as he sees fit. The result 
is a very friendly attitude toward the Soviet Government. 

1922 marked lthe beginning of a general revival in trade in- 
dustry. The revolution inherited from the old regime an in- 
dustrial system that was poorly developed, inefficiently managed 
and badly demoralized by the strain of the imperialist war. The 
long civil war, the interventions and the blockade dealt still 
heavier blows to Russian industry and almost brought it to com- 
plete ruin. 

To try to do anything with it seemed a hopeless task. Agents 
. of other governments, industrial experts, went to Russia, in- 

vestigated her industries and reported thait they couldn’t be 
revived without assistance from the outside. It was reports of 
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this kind that bolstered up the hope of European and American 
capitalists, and their political agents, that ‘the Soviet Govern- 
ment was certain to fall. 

These gentlemen reckoned without the Russian working class 
and the Communist Party that leads and inspires it. 

In the revolution ant the war which followed it for more than 
four years, the Communist Party dared the “impossible’‘-and 
accomplished it. The same courage and determination char- 
acterize its attack on the problem of industry. Seval Zimmand 
told me a story of a meeting which he had an opportunity to 
attend in the Ural industrial district. It was a conference of 
engineers, factory managers and trade union leaders presided 
over by Bogdanoff, the commisar of the Supreme Council of 
Public Economy. After discussing all features of the situation 
with the engineers and managers, and hearing their reports, 
Bogdanoff said, “I know that it is hard to improve the industries 
in the Ural. But the industries of the Ural can be improved 
and the industries of the Ural must be improved.” 

There, in one word, is a definition of the Communist Party 
of Russia-the party of MUST! While others say, “It is im- 
possible,” and, “We had better wait,” or, “It can’t be done,” 
the Communist Party says, “It must be done!“-and the Com- 
munists go ahead and do it. 

Russian industry, on the whole, in 1922 registered a general 
increase of production of more than 100%. This brought the 
standard of production up to 25% of the pm-war condition. This 
condition is bad enough, but the Russian workers lived through 
a worse one, and they have begun to make headway. 

Russian exports in 1922 were six times greater than the year 
before. In 1921 the exports were only 5% of the imports. Last 
year they were brought up to 25%. All the light industries, 
that is those which produce for the market, improved remark- 
ably last year and are now in pretty fair shape. The heavy 
industries, that is the coal, iron, steel and oil industries, whose 
product goes mainly to the other state industries-only about 
ten per cent of it being sold in the market-recover more slowly. 
Here the problem is a colossal one. For a long time after the 
revolution, all these basic industries were in the hands of 
counter-revolutionary armies. The iron region in the Urals, 
the coal, iron and steel in the Donetz Basin-the Pennsylvania 
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of Russia-and the oil fields around Baku, were all held by 
hostile armies. When the Red Army re-captu& these terri- 
tories, the industries were in ruins. 

The Soviet Government bent itself to this task and in 1922 
made substantial headway. Goal production was increased 25% 
over 1921, naphta 2096, cast iron 42%, while iron and steel 
production in 1922 doubled that of the year before. In 1913, 
before the imperialist war began, the Russian raiiroads loaded 
30,000 cars a day. In 1918, at the low tide of the revolution, 
when the blockade was still in effect and hostile armies sur- 
rounded Russia with a ring of steel, the number o? railroad cars 
loaded daily dropped to 7590. By 1921 this figure was brought 
up to 9500. In 1922 the improvement was continued and 11,500 
cars were loaded; this is more than one-third of the pre-war 
volume. 

Russia’s great problem to-day is the problem of heavy in- 
dustry. The leaders of the Russian revolution recognize this 
and are concentrating all their energies on that task. 

The Soviet Government is saving on everything in order to 
help the heavy industry. All state appropriations, even those 
for schools, are being reduced for this purpose. When some 
sentimental people complained that the reduction of school ap- 
propriations was a backward step, Lenin answered that the 
chance for Russia to become a really civilized and cultured na- 
tion depended on the improvement of the heavy industry. That 
is the foundation. 

The Soviet Government last year made a profit of 20,000,OOO 
gold rubles on its trading activities. That is the equivalent of 
ten million dollars, and the whole of it was given by the GOV- 
ernment as a subsidy to heavy industry. Likewise a consider- 
able portion of the tax collected from the peasants and from 
the nepmen engaged in commerce goes for that purpose. 

One way of attracting outside capital, which has attained 
some degree of success, is through the formation of so-called 
mixed companies. The Soviet Government goes into partner- 
ship with private capitalists in commercial enterprises, such 
as putting up part of the capital and sharing in the manage- 
ment and the profits. Lenin told us that by this means a large 
number of workers are enabled to learn from the capitalists 
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how to carry on commerce; and the Soviet Government retains 
the right to dissolve the companies later. 

The wages of the Russian workers kept pace with the im- 
provement of production increasing in just about the same pro- 
portion. Wages are not yet up to the pre-war standard. The 
Russian shoe workers today get 38.3% of pre-war wages. The 
metal workers get 42.9%, the textile workers 42.1% and the 
wood workers 57.9%. Wages vary according to the conditions 
of the various industries. The foodstuff industry is pretty well 
on its feet and the bakery workers get 81.9% of pre-war wages, 
while the tobacco industry pays 13.1%. These figures do not 
tell the whole story. Because the workers, under the Soviet 
Government, get many special privileges such as cheap rent, 
food at cost, etc. 

The Russian worker, after five years of the revolution, is not 
as well off materially to-day as he was under the Czar. But his 
condition is now steadily improving and the political and spir- 
itual gains of the revolution are beyond calculation. There is 
no sentiment among the workers for a return to the old regime. 
To those who measure everything in terms of concrete, im- 
mediate material gains, and who ask the Russian workers what 
they have to show for their five years of revolution, they 
answer: “The Revolution is not over yet.” 

Trotsky pointed out at the Fourth Congress of the Communist 
International that the French standard of living, ten years after 
the great Revolution which smashed the feudal system and 
opened the way for the development of the capitalist mode of 
production, was far below that which prevailed immediately 
before the revolution. Revolutions destroy before they can 
build anew; and in this destruction the people suffer. But the 
destructive phase of the Russian revolution is already past and 
in five more years, at the present rate of progress, there is no 
doubt that the material conditions of the Russian workers, as 
well as their spiritual, intellectual and political conditions will 
be far better than ever before. 

Since private industrial and commercial enterprises exist 
alongside of state enterprises, the question naturally arises- 
and it certainly is a most important question-what is the 
relative strength of the two. This question is answered by the 
figures on the number employed by each. The State controlls 
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all means of transport, including the railroads, and in this trans- 
portation industry l,OOO,OOO are employed. The State Trusts- 
these are corporations organized by the State for the commercial 
and financial management of the various industries under its 
control-employ 1,300,OOO. And in non-trust State enterprises 
another half million workers. This brings the total of State 
employees up to 2,800,OOO. Private enterprises employ only 
70,000. 

There is little danger in this ratio. The danger is still les- 
sened by the fact that the State holds all the big and important 
industries which are the bases of power while private capital is 
confined to smaller factories and to commerce. The average 
number of workers employed in State enterprises is 250 while 
private plants have an average of only 18. 

Trade Unionism in Russia 
Practically all the workers employed in both State and private 

undertakings are organized into the Russian Trade Unions. 
These trade unions are organized according to the industrial 
form; there is but one union for each industry. The member- 
ship of the Russian trade unions is three millions. Before the 
revolution the total membership of all the trade unions of Russia 
was only 1,385. 

The Trade Unions have played a great part in the revolution. 
During the period of “war communism” they were closely united 
to the apparatus and took upon themselves a number of gov- 
ernment responsibilities. But under the New Economic Policy 
they have completely separated from the State machinery and 
have reorganized as independent bodies, having for their main 
functions the defense of the interests of the workers in the 
factories. 

Strikes were never prohibited by law under the Soviet Gov- 
ernment, but during the period of the civil war the Trade Union 
Congress voluntarily decided to forego that method of struggle. 
Under the New Economic Policy, however, the right to strike has 
been reaffirmed. Strikes are discouraged and do not occur very 
often. Boards of conciliation, courts of arbitration and mutual 
agreements are first resorted to, and as a rule all controversies 
are settled by these means. 
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I never saw a qtrike in Soviet Russia and never heard of one 
taking place while I was there. But comrade Malnitchansky, the 
head of the Moscow trade unions, told me of a few that had 
occurred under his jurisdiction. In those cases all the methods 
and forms of industrial warfare familiar to European and Amer- 
ican labor movements automatically developed, such as strike 
committees, pickets, strike benefits, etc. There had been rare 
cases, he told me, when unscrupulous employers had tried to 
operate the struck plant by means of ignorant peasants re- 
cruited from the villages. The Government gave no favor to 
this “freedom of contract” so popular with our own Govern- 
ment. And a visit from the pickets usually sufficed to convince 
the strike-breakers that they had better go back where they 
came from. I asked Comrade Melnitchansky if they had en- 
countered any strike injunctions. He laughed and answered, 
“My dear comrade, you must understand that this is not 
America!” 

I attended the Fifth All-Russian Trade Union Congress. It 
is analogous to the national convention of the American Federa- 
tion of Labor, but is was quite a different looking delegation 
from the sleek, fat, over-dressed “men of labor” who meet once 
a year under the chairmanship of Gompers. There were more 
than a thousand delegates present at this congress; and I saw 
only one man who appeared to be over weight. 

The Congress was held in the Moscow labor temple which, in 
the old days was the Nobles Club. It is a gorgeous place, with 
marble pillars, crystal chandeliers and gold leaf decorations. 
One could imagine that the “Nobles” had many a good time 
there in the ‘<good old days.” But, in the words of the comic 
strip artist, “Them days is over.” The workers are the ruling 
class to-day and they have taken all the best places for their 
own purposes. 

I saw something at that Congress that never yet happened 
in America. Zinoviev and Rykof came to the Congress to make 
a report on behalf of the Government. I thought how natural 
it was, in a country ruled by the workers for the Government 
to report to the trade unions. It is just as natural as it is in 
America for the Government to report to the Chamber of Com- 
merce. The same principle applies. Governments have the 
habit of reporting to those whom they really represent. The 
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old proverb says, “Tell me whose bread you eat and 1’11 tell you 
whose song you sing.” 

The Soviet Government is a labor government and it makes 
no secret of the fact that it is partial to the working class. It 
doesn’t pretend to be fair or neutral. They frankly call the gov- 
ernment a dictatorship. “It’s just like your own government in 
America,” they told me, “only it is a dictatorship of a different 
class.” 

“Otherwise the two governments are much alike,” they said. 
“They are both dictatorships. But there is another difference. 
The Russian Government says it is a dictatorship and makes no 
camouflage about it. The government of the United States yre- 
tends to be fair and democratic, to represent both the workers 
and the capitalists, but whenever you have a big strike the gov- 
ernment soon shows whom it belongs to.” 

Ninety-eight of all the delegates to this Fifth All-Russian 
Trade Union Congress were members of the Communist Party. 
Those figures constitute another answer to the question: “HOW 
does the Communist Party keep in power ?” When more than a 
thousand trade union delegates come together from all parts of 
Russia, and more than 98% of them are Communists, it is a 
pretty reliable indication, I think, that the Communist Party 
has its roots very deep in the basic organizations of the workers. 

Referring to the fact wages of the Russian workers had been 
increased 100% during the past year, keeping even pace with the 
increased production, Zinoviev laid before the Congress the 
program of the Communist Party on the question of wages and 
production. He said the two must go forward together, hand 
in hand. 

“Every country in the world,” he said, “outside of Russia has 
built up its industrial system at the price of an impoverished 
and exploited working class. The capitalist countries have built 
a marvelous industrial system; they have erected great struc- 
tures of steel and stone and cement; they have piled up wealth 
that staggers calculation. And alongside of all this they have 
a hungry and impoverished working class which made it all. 
For all their toil and accomplishments the workers have reaped 
a harvest of poverty and misery.” “Russia,” he said, “must not 
g 8 that way. We are a working class nation and we must not 
forget that the interest of the workers must, be qur $Xrst con- 
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tern, always. We will strain all energies to increase produc- 
tion, but here at the beginning let us lay down an iron rule for 
our future guidance; that every improvement in industry must 
bring a corresponding improvement in the living standards of 
the workers in the industry. We want to build a big industry 
and we want to build it quickly. But we also want to build a 
bigger and better human race.” 

The Workers and the Red Army 
Between the Trade Unions and the Red Army there is a close 

and fraternal unity that does not prevail between the labor 
movement and the army of any other country in Europe. The 
trade unionists regard the red soldiers as the protectors and 
defenders of the labor movement, and they treat them with the 
highest honor. 

There is a reason for this attitude. When some of the in- 
dustrial districts of Russia fell into the hands of the counter- 
revolutionary armies the first thing the white guards did, after 
dissolving the soviets, was to break up the trade unions, shoot- 
ing or jailing the leaders; it was something like West Virginia. 
And when the Red Army reconquered those territories, the trade 
unions were immediately reorganized under the protection of its 
bayonets. This is the reason for the brotherly solidarity be- 
tween the unions and the army. 

It was not surprising, therefore, that the Red Army should 
send a representative to the Trade Union Congress. General 
Budenney, the head of the famous red cavalry, was there and 
he was given tumultous reception. I was thinking of the time 
a General of our Army visited the American Trade Unionists. 
The time that General Wood came to Gary. For several minutes 
they applauded and shouted for General Budenny. He was embar- 
rassed and had difficulty getting started. His speech consisted of 
only one sentence, but it was enough. Drawing himself up to 
a military posture, he clicked his heels together and saluted the 
delegates and said, “Comrades, just tell us what you want us to 
do, and we’ll do it!” 

The Red Army is a new factor in the international situation, 
and a very important one. The diplomats cannot meet to-day 
to partition off the earth without asking, “What will the Red 
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Army do?” The Red Soldier is present at all the councils of 
the war makers. He puts his fist on the table and says, “I am 
in on the war game in Europe from now on!” 

The Red Army is something new under the sun, a proletarian 
army, made up exclusively of workers and peasants, with most 
of its officers drawn from the working class. It proved its 
mettle in the long and successful struggle against the interven- 
tionist armies. It has a morale, spirit and discipline unknown 
to the military history of Europe. There is not an army on the 
continent of Europe that, man for man, can stand up against it. 

When I was in Russia the size of the Red Army had been re- 
duced to 800,000 men. Since I left it has been still further 
reduced to 600,000. But that is not its full strength by any 
means. The standing army of 600,000 is only a skeleton around 
which five million men, already trained for service, can be 
quickly organized. 

The Red Army is a powerful military machine, but that is 
not all. It is a school, the greatest school on earth. The great 
bulk of its soldiers come from the peasantry; and 80% of the 
Russian peasants are illiterate. But in the Red Army they are 
all taught to read and write. Last May Day they celebrated the 
liquidation of illiteracy in the Red Army. Trotsky made the 
statement that on that day there was not a soldier in the army 
who was not able to read and write. The Russian bolsheviks 
have taken an instrument of destruction and utilized it for a 
great constructive purpose. 

I visited some Red Army camps and learned something about 
the spirit of the soldiers at first hand. I had read something 
about it and wished to check up on what I had read. I asked 
Trotsky about it and he said, “Go to the camps and see the sol- 
diers themselves. Then you will understand it.” I asked him 
why the red soldier has a different attitude toward the govern- 
ment from that of the other soldiers of Europe, and he an- 
swered, “The attitude of the red soldier toward the soviet gov- 
ernment is determined by the attitude of the Soviet Government 
toward the red soldier.” 

That is the secret of it. That is the reason for the intense 
loyalty of the red soldier which the old school militarists cannot 
understand. The red soldier is respected and honored in time 
of peace as well as in war. He is not heroized as he marches 
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off to battle and then chased up a back alley when he comes 
home. He is not given a medal when he is needed and refused 
a job or a handout when the war is over. In the working class 
society of Russia the red soldier has a place of dignity and 
honor. In Russia the soldiers and the workers are the real 
“people of importance.” 

I saw another phase of the educational work of the army in 
one of the camps. It was a moving picture show attended by 
about two thousand soldiers, It was a moving picture of large 
scale grain farming in Canada. Most of the soldiers in the 
audience were peasant lads. They had come from the villages 
and their idea of agriculture was founded on the primitive, in- 
dividualistic methods they had always known. Most of them 
had never seen a farming implement larger than a one-horse 
plow. Here on the screen before them was flashed a picture 
of modem farming on a big scale, with tractors, gang-plows 
and great threshing machines; a single working unit covering 
hundreds of acres at a time. 

They drank in that picture very eagerly. As I watched them 
I saw another picture. I saw those peasant lads going back 
home when their service in the army would be ended, 
with their newly acquired knowledge and their vision 
of the great world outside their little villages, telling their 
friends and their old folks of the great farming machinery which 
the city worker will manufacture for the peasants and which 
will be the means of developing large-scale communal farming 
instead of small-scale individual farming; and which will trans- 
form the individualist peasant of today into the communist 
peasant of tomorrow. 

I found the red soldiers pretty well informed as to what is 
going on in the world. They spoke of the prospects of revolu- 
tion in Germany with the air of men who had read and talked 
much about it. That is part of their education, Trotsky keeps 
them fully informed about international developments; and 
there are special communist detachments in all regiments who 
carry on a constarrt propaganda for internationalism. 

Capitalist journalists write a great deal about the intense 
national patriotism of the red army. These stories are usually 
written by journalists who sit around in Moscow hotels and 
cook up tsories about it, and, as a rule, they are very far from 
the truth. As a matter of fact, the main effort of Communist 
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propaganda in the army is to overcome tendencies toward Rus- 
sian national patriotism and to develop a patriotism to the in- 
ternational proletariat. Since the army quit singing “God Save 
the Czar” it has had no National official hymn. The official 
air played in the Red Army is “The International.” Interna- 
tionalism is the watchword. 

This was impressed upon us very vividly by a speech we 
heard at the graduation exercises of the school of Red Cavalry 
commanders at Moscow. A number of international delegates 
attended those exercises and spent the entire day with the young 
students who were just finishing their studies. For several 
hours we watched them perform hair-raising feats on horse- 
back and late in the afternoon we had dinner with them in the 
mess hall. After dinner the delegates from the various coun- 
tries each spoke a few words of greeting to the graduates and 
then they put up one of the graduates to respond. He was lifted 
upon the table from which we had just eaten our dinner, a 
young communist lad who only a short time before had been 
taken from the factory, put through an intensive course of in- 
struction and on that day was being turned out as a red com- 
mander. 

“Comrades,” he said, “we greet you as comrades and brothers 
in the same army with us. We do not want you to think of us 
as soldiers of Russia, but as soldiers of the international pro- 
letariat. Our army is a working class army and the working 
class of the world is our country. We will be very glad when 
the workers of Europe rise in revolt and call on us for assiat- 
ante; and when that day comes they will find us ready.” 

The Workers and International&n 
It is not only the red soldiers in Russia who are interna- 

tionalists. Internationalism permeates the entire working class. 
When rthe Russian workers rose in revolt five years ago and 
struck the blow that destroyed Russian capitalism they were 
confident that the workers throughout Europe would follow 
their example. They have been waiting five years for the in- 
ternational revolution and they still believe it is coming. Nothing 
has been able to shake that faith. They believe in the workers 
of Europe as they believe in the sun. 
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Ah, the faith of those Russian workers! It is so strong that 
it communicates itself to others. All of us who saw and felt it 
came away with our own faith surer and stronger. One after- 
noon I heard a band playing in the street outside the hotel 
where I was living. I looked out the window and saw a big 
parade marching with banners flying. I took a Russian com- 
rade with me and we followed the parade. It wound up at the 
labor temple with a mass meeting. There were enthusiastic 
speeches, the band played the International and the crowd 
sang it. It was a demonstration of the bakery workers of 
Moscow with #the bakers of Bulgaria who were out on a general 
strike. And those bakery workers of Moscow, from their 
meager wages, raised a fund to send to their comrades in far 
away Bulgaria to cheer them on in the fight. 

On the Fifth anniversary of the Revolution the delegates of 
the communist parties and red trade unions were the guests 
of the proletariat of Petrograd. A great throng of workers met 
us at the station. We symbolized to them the international 
labor movement and they gave us a warm and generous wel- 
come. Red Army troops were drawn up before the station, the 
streets in all directions were packed with workers who had 
come to greet us, and from every building and post flew ban- 
ners, proclaiming the fifth anniversary of the Russian revolu- 
tion and hailing the international revolution. 

That day we saw a demonstration of the workers of Petro- 
grad. I shall never forget it. They had built a special review- 
ing stand for us before the U&sky Palace and we stood there 
and watched them march by in detachments according to the 
factories where they worked. They carried the same old ban- 
ners which they had carried five years before, many of them 
torn by the bullets that flew during the decisive battle. 

I never saw before such an outpouring of people, nor such 
enthusiasm. The parade commenced at ‘eleven o’clock in the 
morning. Hour after hour we saw them come in wide streams 
across the square. The afternoon wore away and turned to 
dusk. It was six o’clock and we grew tired of standing and had 
to leave; and still the workers of Petrograd were coming by 
the thousands, carrying their revolutionary banners and singing 
the International. All the workers of Petrograd marched that 
day to show their solidarity with the international proletariat 
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and to prove to us that they still believe in the revolution they 
made five years before. 

The next day, as though to show us that the Russian revolu- 
tion and the International has not only spirit and solidarity on 
its side, but military power also, they let us see a parade of 
the red army. 

It was a cheering and inspiring sight to see the red soldiers 
on the march with their rifles over their shoulders and kheir 
bayonets shining in the sun. They marched in perfect step, with 
heads erect, the picture of physical prowess. As they passed 
the reviewing stand they all shouted, “Long Live &he Commun- 
ist International!” and we shouted back, “Long Live the Red 
Army!” 

In the reviewing stand that day were delegates of the com- 
munist parties of dther countries; and beside us sat the diplo- 
mats of foreign governments in Russia. It is the custom to 
invite them whenever there is a parade of the Red Army. They 
say that when the diplomats see the red soldiers march, ilt cools 
their enthusiasm for another war against Soviet Russia. 

Before we left Petrograd we made a pilgrimage to the Field 
of Mars, where in one great grave are buried the victims of the 
November Revolution. Five years before it was the scene of 
desperate battle. The air was torn by r’fle-fire and the cries of 
those Petrograd workers who had risen in revolt and staked 
their lives on the issue. On tthe 7th of November, five years 
before, the workers of Petrograd fought there the battle of the 
human race and of the future. Many of them fell, never to 
rise again. 

We stood there, witi heads uncovered, in a cold, drizzling 
rain. The once noisy battlefield was quiet. There was no sound 
but the soft music of the Funeral Hymn of the Revolution, and 
the very ground, once spattered with the blood of our heroic 
dead, was banked high with flowers, placed there in gratitude 
and love by the delegates of the communist parties and red 
trade unions of all lands. 

Those Petrograd workers put their lives in the scale. They 
had lived lives of misery and oppression, but they yere pos- 
sessed by a daring vision of the future when the lives of all 
men will be better and fairer. They were /the heralds of a new 
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day in the world when there will be no more masters and no 
more slaves, and they gave their lives to hasten on that day. 

There is an end now to their labor, their struggle and their 
sacrifice. They rest beneath the Field of Mars and their mouths 
are stopped with dust. But still from the grave they speak, and 
their voices are heard all over the world. They lighted an 
everlasting fire in the sky which the whole world is destined to 
see and follow. 

Those Petrograd workers atruck the blow which shattered the 
capitalist regime in Russia and put the working class in power. 
But they did more than that, because the Russian revolution 
did not stop in Russia. It found its way over the borders. It 
broke through the blockade and spread all over the earth. The 
Russian revolution was the beginning of the International re- 
volution. 

Wherever there is a group of militant workers anywhere in 
the world, there is the Russian revolution. The Russian revolu- 
tion is in the heart of every rebel worker the world over. The 
Russian revolution is in this room. 

Comrade Trotsky told us, just before we left Moscow, that 
the best way we can help Soviet Russia is to build a bigger 
trade union movement and a stronger party of our own. Re- 
cognition by other governments will be of some temporary 
value; buit the real recognition Soviet Russia wants is the re- 
cognition of the working class. When she gets that she will 
not need the recognition of capitalist governments. Then she 
can refuse to recognize them! 

For, after all, Soviet Russia is not a “country.” Soviet Russia 
is a part of the world labor movement. Soviet Russia is a 
strike-the greatest strike in all history. When the working 
class of Europe and America join that strike it will be the end 
of capitalism. 
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the immediate formation of a LABOR PARTY. This pam- 
phlet. just reissued in an enlarged edi,tion of 64 pages, gives 
the history of working class parties in the U. S. It shows the 
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advanced capitalist industrial system with the most back- 
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The Government- 
Strikebreaker! 

By JAY LOVESTONE 

Every Worker Must Read This Book in Order 
to Join Intelligently in the Organized Struggle 

Against the Bosses 

This Book Sho’dus: 
How the Government Power in the Hands of 
the “Open. Shop” Movement is being Used to 
Destroy the Labor Unions and to Fasten 
Upon the Workers of the United States a 
Regime of Blood and Iron such as has Never 
been Known in History. 
How the Railroad Strike Was Broken. 
How the Coal Miners Were Swindled. 
How the Workers are Tricked with the 
Fraud of “Government Impartiality”-with 
the Government Entirely in the Hands of 
Wall Street. 
How the Army is Now Openly Considered as 
a Weapon of Wall Street to be Used Against 
“The Enemy within”-the Working Class 
Struggling for Life, Liberty and Happiness. 
gXuvs.the Workers are Betrayed by the 

How Injunctions can now be Used by ANY. 
Employer to Destroy ANY Union. 
How the Right to Vote is Practically For- 
feited by the Working Class. 
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those who want to know the tietmthone 
who want the knowledge that will &ve 
them power to take their part in the Amer- 
ican labor struggle-cannot afford to be 

L without this book. 
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